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Abstract
The concept of risk pervades everyday life. In modern times, study of industry- or
technology-risk is necessary and essential because not only it is closely linked with
people’s lives, but also those risks can lead to serious consequences. Chemical and allied
industries (petroleum, gas, etc.), with their both high-risk and high-profit nature, take on
important roles in technology-risk studies. Many techniques have been developed to
address risk issues, such as Fault Tree Analysis, Hazard and Operability Analysis and
Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA). Most of them identify or quantify risks from an
equipment-reliability perspective, and human factors are seldom taken into account. In
this thesis, a risk evaluation method, TopN method, focusing on human perception is
developed. It can be seen as a complementary layer to LOPA, where human supervision,
alarm and control should be the core considerations. The main purpose of this approach is
to detect gaps between work managers’ and operators’ risk perceptions. A pilot study was
done with the proposed method and followed by some analyses and visualizations of the
results. Similarities and differences in human risk perceptions are easy to check with the
help of this method and its visualization tools. In conclusion, TopN method is
straightforward and time-saving, and it is adequate to be a complementary technique to
LOPA taking human risk perception into consideration.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
The concept of risk pervades everyday life. In modern times, the nature of risk in many
fields such as medicine, industry and economy, as well as its effects on ordinary people’s
lives have drawn great interests from scientists with various knowledge and backgrounds.
Tremendous resource, time and energy have been allocated to risk related studies to
measure and regulate risks.
An essential part of those studies is industry- or technology-risk measurement and
evaluation, because such risks can lead to serious physiological, psychological, or
environmental, social consequences (Harriss et al, 1978; Tuller, 1985).
Chemical and allied industries (petroleum, gas, electricity, etc.), with their both high-risk
and high-profit nature, become an important subject in risk measurement and evaluation
studies. For the past decades, tragedies from the Centralia Pennsylvania coal mine fire in
1962, Exxon and Valdez oil spill in 1989 to Texaco Refinery fire in 1994 and the most
recent Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2012 caused great casualty
and enormous losses. Thus, a deep and thorough look at the risks in such places as oil
platforms and refinery stations, in order to prevent accidents from happening and control
damages, is necessary and imperative.
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1.2 Review of Existing Methods
Various researchers and organizations have contributed to the chemical industry related
risk studies, from risk identification and measurement to loss control and consequences
mitigation. One organization which has been closely involved with process safety and
loss control issues in the chemical and allied industries for more than four decades is the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), [1]. AIChE established in 1985 the
Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) aiming to develop and disseminate technical
information on major chemical incidents prevention.
Guidelines for Hazard Evaluation Procedures, as CCPS’ first projects, was accomplished
and published in 1985, and has been continuously revised and upgraded (the latest update
is the third edition guideline issued in 2008) with other projects and activities performed
by CCPS. The CCPS Guidelines have been regarded as industry standards in dealing with
hazardous conditions and risk problems.
In the guidelines are discussed numeraous hazards evaluation techniques and some key
ones ar discussed in the thesis.

1.2.1 Checklist Analysis
A Checklist Analysis verifies the status of a system with a predetermined list of items or
steps. Sometimes, it is used to ensure organizations following rules or to get
inexperienced people familiarized with the system. This method is simple, and most of
time, is combined with other hazard evaluation approaches.

1.2.2 HAZOP Studies
2

A HAZOP (short for Hazard and Operability) Study is to identify and evaluate safety
threats in a process or system, and to identify operability issues that can compromise the
process or system’s safety. This technique is usually performed by a qualified team who
use a set of prompting guidewords: i.e., More/No/Reverse Flow; High/Low Pressure,
High/Low Temperature to identify risk concerns in the intended process. While it is
applied, the process will be carefully reviewed by the research team to question whether a
deviation from normal operational conditions will cause undesirable consequences.

1.2.3 Fault Tree Analysis
A Fault Tree Analysis is a deductive and graphically represented technique that focuses
on one specific incidence or system failure, and suggests a method for determining causes
of the event in question. What is good about this technique is that combinations of
equipment failures and human errors which lead to an event can be identified to some
extent. Namely, Fault Tree Analysis considers both human and equipment factors at the
same time.

1.2.4 Layer of Protection Analysis
Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) [1] is a simple semi-quantitative risk analysis
approach. With LOPA, a process is assumed to be surrounded by different layers of
safeguards mechanisms. If a hazard occurs and relative safeguards fail to protect the
system from effects of the cause, certain consequences come along. This method is often
used to evaluate the adequacy of existing protective systems against corporate risk
targets. It is based on the use of conservative but representative estimates of the failure
probability of protective systems [2].
3

1.3 Research Motivation
First, in practice, hazards evaluation techniques always need lots of resource and large
amount of time to make a thorough and reliable analysis. Second, those techniques
typically do not take human factors, or say human risk perceptions, into consideration.
Statistics show that majority of accidents (over 80%) in the chemical and petro-chemical
industries have human failure as a primary cause [3]. A survey conducted by the
Technische Universität Berlin (TUB) indicates that 64% of total incidents are due to
human failure [4]. Therefore, a method requiring less resource and time, and also dealing
with human (managers and operators) risk perceptions is needed.

1.4 TopN Method
TopN Method is proposed as a step-wise cyclic approach to risk analysis focusing on the
innermost layer identified in LOPA ---- the human factor protection layer. Its main
purpose is to check whether or not there are risk perception gaps in the process. There are
four groups of people involved in conducting a TopN study. First, the research team is
the group of people who actually practice TopN method on site, go through experiment
step by step and do the final analysis. Second, Site Authority (SA) can be seen as the
experts or station supervisors, who are really familiar with and gets abundant experience
on the process, but may not do the daily operation and maintenance. There can be many
of them in a specific process or station, but here we just consider one’s opinions or their
consensus as the single SA output. Third, Operators (Ops) are those who in fact work on
entire or part of the process everyday and get lots of hands-on knowledge. Fourth,
management are station managers who evaluate results from the research team, and give
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feedbacks to confirm the value of TopN method analyses or cast direction for further
study. The TopN process is described below:
Step 1: Understand the process. The research team determines the scope of the study by
listing all of possible disturbances to the process, boundaries implemented in the process
and control mechanisms alleviating undesirable effects on the boundaries when a
disturbance happens.
Step 2: From the scope predefined in step 1, SA selects the most N (which depends on the
complexity of the problem in question and exact number of N can be determined by the
research team) crucial or risky boundaries and disturbances to compose top N list for later
on analyses. This step can simplify the analyses and allocate limited time, energy and
resource to the key parts of the process. In a situation where an exhaustive study is
feasible, this step can be skipped.
Step 3: Based on self risk understanding, SA and Ops give their risk perception ratings to
boundaries and disturbances in the top N lists, and those ratings follow some ordered
instructions and scales, for example, the frequency of disturbances and criticality of
boundaries. They also evaluate control mechanisms mitigation ability for a specific
boundary versus a specific disturbance. The rating scales and meaning of rating numbers
depends on the process itself.
Step 4: After every participant finishes their rating, the research team evaluates the data
obtained. Various analyses can be done at this point, such as a look at the perception gaps
between Operators and Site Authority or the gap among Operators. With the results,
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research team may make certain theoretical recommendations on safeguard construction
and personnel training development.
Step 5: Lastly, the team must present what they have found to management. If parts
within the procedure are considered inappropriate by the management, research team can
recheck the entire procedure, modify it for the sake of better results and go through the
steps once again till sensible and acceptable results are produced. This step ensures risk
understanding information flows from Site Authority and Operators, through research
team and finally back to management, and closes the cycle. The iteration of such steps
can be performed either at process installation phase to identify possible hazards or at
operation phase to improve risk management and human risk understanding.

6

Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Risk and Risk Perception
2.1.1 Risk
As a point of departure, Harding’s definition of risk is used. It states risk as:
A combination of the probability, or frequency, of occurrence of a defined hazard and the
magnitude of the consequences of the occurrence: how often is a particular potentially
harmful event going to occur, and what are the consequences of this occurrence?
(Harding 1998: 167)
From this perspective, the concept of risk falls into two components: (1) the existence of
a possible unwanted consequence or loss and (2) an uncertainty in the occurrence of that
consequence which can be expressed in the form of a probability of occurrence [5].
Other interpretations upon the nature of risk also include Ulrich Beck’s statement about
“risk society” in his book “Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity” (1992) and
Graubard’s statement “Risk today is conceived principally as danger…” [6].
Douglas points out that “’Risk’ is the probability of an event combined with the
magnitude of the losses and gains that it will entail” [7]. He further states that, “the
decisions that are made in the face of uncertainty involve weighing the potential rewards
of an act against its potential adverse consequences” [8].
With regard to risks in industry, Ballard suggests that “Risk = Frequency x
Consequences” [9]. It indicates that system failure and risk management is expected to
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ensure that “events which happen often must have a low consequence, or events
involving serious consequences must be rare”. For the special concept of risk in financial
management field, Bernstein even concludes that there has been a transformation of “the
perception of risk from chance of loss into opportunity for gain” [10].
Based on previous approaches to risk, Slovic claims that ‘risk’ is something socially
constructed, and not easy to be objectively quantified and uniquely defined. That is, risk
“does not exist ‘out there,’ independent of our minds and cultures, waiting to be
measured. Instead, human beings have invented the concept risk to help them understand
and cope with the dangers and uncertainties of life. Although these dangers are real, there
is no such thing as ‘real risk’ or ‘objective risk.’ The nuclear engineer’s probabilistic risk
estimate for a nuclear accident or the toxicologist’s quantitative estimate of a chemical’s
carcinogenic risk are both based on theoretical models, whose structure is subjective and
assumption-laden, and whose inputs are dependent on judgment” [11].

2.1.2 Risk Perception
As Slovic states, risk is not something existing out there, independent of our minds or
cultures, but depends on human judgment. Thus, risk is always accompanied by the
perception of risk.
There has been a considerable amount of empirical research on the way people perceive
risks, how they manage it and how they live with it. An interesting and important point is
that, under some circumstances, perceptions of risk do not appear to correlate with
measurable probabilities of risk. Personal experience, memory and other factors influence
the way people perceive risks and these may ignore the probability of the event’s
8

occurrence – thus risk perception is socially constructed [12, 13]. What’s more, Adams
studied people’s driving behavior and found that people tend to drive faster when they
have airbags and child restraints fitted in their cars [8]. He argues that there is a certain
kind of tendency, called individual “risk themostat”, that people have a risk acceptance
level with which they feel comfortable and will adjust the riskiness of their behavior in
the presence of safety measures.
In addition, different types of risk generate different reactions. For example, As Starr
stated in his paper written in 1969, assumed as one of the key early papers with regard to
risk perception, “people will accept risks 1,000 greater if they are voluntary (e.g. driving
a car) than if they are involuntary (e.g. a nuclear disaster)” [14]. Another example is that
new risks are regarded differently from familiar ones. Usually, man-made hazards or new
risks draw more public’s attentions. Those so-called “modern risks” seem to be of special
concern to the public due to their potential for catastrophe and the possible irreversible
nature of the consequences [15].
Last but not least, once people have determined an assessment of a particular risk, their
opinions can be difficult to change [16]. This seems to be especially true when they feel
they know something about the subject – research has found that people are more likely
to be swayed by expert opinion in areas about which they know nothing than on topics
they believe they understand [17]. People are also selective in the risk evidence they will
accept and more likely to see less risk in cases where they see benefits from the activity
[17]. To take an example, supporters of the import of a new product are more likely to
accept the associated risk than its opponents who will regard it as riskier.
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So why do different people make different estimates of risk level? To answer this
question, for example, people’s extreme aversion to some hazards, their indifference to
others, and the discrepancies between public and experts’ opinions, several theories have
been proposed. Three major families of theory have been developed: psychology
approaches, anthropology/sociology approaches and interdisciplinary approaches.
A common approach within psychological ones is called psychometric paradigm
developed by Fischhoff, Slovic, Lichtenstein, Read and other scientists. It uses
psychophysical scaling and multivariate analysis techniques to produce quantitative
representations or “cognitive maps” of risk attitudes and perceptions. The paradigm and
related characteristic illustration is shown in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, there are two factors in the paradigm space: one factor is defined at
its right-hand end as “Dread Risk” and at its left-hand end as “Normal Risk”; the other
factor is defined at its high end as “Unknown Risk” and at its low end as “Known Risk”.
Dread risk is always uncontrollable and involuntary while the opposite for normal risk,
and unknown risk is always new and not observable while the opposite for known risk.
The anthropology/sociology approaches posit risk perceptions as produced by and
supporting social institutions [18]. In this view, perceptions are socially constructed by
institutions and cultural values. Its main outcome is Cultural Theory.
Cultural Theory is based on the work of anthropologist Mary Douglas and political
scientist Aaron Wildavsky, Risk and Culture, first published in 1982, where they
outlined four “ways of life” in a grid versus group arrangement (Figure 2). Four ways of
life include: Hierarchical, Individualist, Egalitarian, and Fatalist, each of whom
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corresponds to a specific social structure and a particular outlook on risk. In the model
graph, grid categorizes the degree to which people are constrained and circumscribed in
their social role ---- the tighter social constraints, the more limits on individual
negotiation; group refers to the extent to which individuals are bounded by feelings of
belonging or solidarity ---- the greater the bonds, the less individual choice are subject to
Factor 2
Unknown Risk

personal control [19].

Factor 1
Dread Risk

Normal Risk

Known Risk
Factor 2

Controllable
Not Dread
Not Global Catastrophic
Consequences Not Fatal
Equitable
Individual
Low Risk to Future Generations
Easily Reduced
Risk Decreasing
Voluntary

Figure 1.

Not Observable
Unknown to those Exposed
Effect Delayed
New Risk
Risks Unknown to Science

Observable
Known to those Exposed
Effect Immediate
Old Risk
Risks Known to Science

Uncontrollable
Dread
Global Catastrophic
Consequences Fatal
Factor 1
Not Equitable
Not Individual
High Risk to Future Generations
Not Easily Reduced
Risk Increasing
Involuntary

Psychometric Paradigm and Characteristic Illustration

Source: “Facts and Fears: Understanding perceived risk”, by Slovic, P, Fischhoff, B and
Lichtenstein, S in R C Schwing and W A Ablbers, Jr(eds) Societal Risk Assessment: How
safe is Enough? New York: Plenum, 1980, pp181-214. Copyright 1980 by Plenum
Publishing.
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Prescribed
(externally imposed restrictions on choices)
Grid

＋

THE FATALIST

THE HIERARCHIST

Nature capricious

Nature perverse/tolerant

Individualized
－

Collectivized
Group
＋
THE EGALITARIAN

THE INDIVIDUALIST
Nature benign

Nature ephemeral

－
Cultural Theory of Risk Perception Diagram
Prescribing
Source: Schwarz, M. and
M. Thompson, 1990, Divided We Stand:
(no externally
imposed restrictions
onChoice,
choices)P7.
Redefining
Politics, Technology
and Social
Figure 2.

Unfortunately, risk perception researchers have not widely accepted Cultural Theory.
Even Douglas says that the theory is controversial; it poses a danger of moving out of the
favored paradigm of individual rational choice with which many researchers are
comfortable [20].
For interdisciplinary approaches, the Social Amplification of Risk Framework (SARF)
(shown in Figure 3), combines research in psychology, sociology, anthropology, and
communications theory. It outlines how communications of risk events pass from the
sender through intermediate stations to a receiver and in the process serve to amplify or
attenuate perceptions of risk. All links in the communication chain, individuals, groups,
media, etc., contain filters through which information is sorted and understood.
The framework attempts to explain the process by which risks are amplified, receiving
public attention, or attenuated, receiving less public attention. The framework may be
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used to compare responses from different groups in a single event, or analyze the same
risk issue in multiple events.

E

C1
C2
C3
…
Cn

1

Portrayal of E

Risk-related
Behavior

Symbol
Signals
Imagery
…

Institutions
Groups
Individuals
…

2

Loss of Sales

3

Regulatory
Constraints

4

Information
Interpretation
Event
Spread of Impact
Event
Flow
and Response
Characteristic
(Rippling)
s
Figure 3. Social Amplification of Risk Framework

Litigation
…

Type of Impact
(Company Level)

1: Other technologies; 2: Industry; 3: Company; 4: Victims
Source: Kasperson et al, 1988.

The main thesis of SARF states that risk events interact with individual psychological,
social and other cultural factors in ways that either increase or decrease public
perceptions of risk. Behaviors of individuals and groups then generate secondary social
or economic impacts while also increasing or decreasing the physical risk itself [21].
These ripple effects caused by the amplification of risk include enduring mental
perceptions, impacts on business sales, and changes in many other fields. These
secondary changes are perceived and reacted to by individuals and groups resulting in
third-order impacts. Each higher-order impact may cause ripple effect to other parties and
locations, which is always neglected by traditional risk analyses leading to underestimate
the adverse effects from certain risk events.
In recent decades, the increasingly development of chemical and nuclear technologies has
accompanied by the potential to cause catastrophic and long-lasting damage to the Earth
and the lives inhabit it. Those technologies’ most harmful consequences are rare and
13

often delayed, hence difficult to assess by statistical analysis and not well suited to
management by trial-and-error learning [22]. Thus, in order to obtain more profound
understanding about those risks, a new intellectual discipline called “risk assessment” (or
“risk analysis”) has been created, which can help to identify, characterize and quantify
present dangers confronted by people.
In practice, there seems to be two different ways to evaluate hazards for risk assessment
activities: one is by applying systematic and sophisticated standard techniques, and the
other is by obtaining direct and intuitive risk judgment which is more free-formed. The
former is mostly used by professionals and experts, while the latter is often for the rest
involved in the process such as workers or operators who are less seasoned in risk
evaluation.
Research has also shown that personal experience, social culture and many others factors
can affect intuitive risk judgment, “causing uncertainty to be denied, risks to be
misjudged (sometimes overestimated and sometimes underestimated) and judgments of
fact to be held with unwarranted confidence” (Henrion & Fischhoff, 1986). Not only does
it happen to the normal workers, but also to the experts, particularly when they are forced
to go beyond the limits of available data while doing the analysis and rely partially or
entirely on their instinct (Kahneman et al, 1982). As a result, unanimous risk perception
among a group of people is impossible. Some researches validate this argument from a
different angle indicating that “disagreements about risk should not be expected to
evaporate in the presence of evidence” (Nesbett & Ross, 1980). Tversky and Kahneman
also suggest that presenting the same risk information in different ways (eg, morality
rates as opposed to survival rates) alters people’s perceptions and actions.
14

2.2 Technological Risk and Analysis Techniques
2.2.1 Technological Hazards
Each year the hazards associated with technology lead to tremendous illness and deaths,
as well as varying environmental, social impacts. There are many studies performed and
beneficial outcomes acquired on this subject. Some studies investigate the hazards
consequences, some check the cost of reducing loss, and some are just case studies.
One of the most preliminary and also important topics is the classification of hazards.
Today’s hazards can be classified by the source, use, potential for harm and many other
characteristics. The selection of classification scheme is usually a function of historical or
professional choice and depends on the people or organizations that are doing the
classification [22]. A major achievement regarding to hazards classification has been a
sequentially structured model, called causal structure of technological hazards (Figure 4),
that depicts the nature of technological hazards and helps grouping them based on several
physical, biological and social descriptors which can be measured quantitatively.
With this model, technological hazards are conceived as a sequence of causally
connected events leading from human needs and wants to the selection of a technology,
to the possible release of materials and energy, to human exposure, and eventually to
harmful consequences. Twelve predefined measures, or called descriptors, can help with
differentiating among types of hazards, and the fact that they are applicable to almost
every technological hazards, readily comprehensible and can be expressed by common
units or distinctions makes the classification scheme easier. Among all of the descriptors,
“Intentionality” describes the degree to which hazards are intentional, “Spatial Extent,
15

Concentration, Persistence and Recurrence” characterize the release of energy and
materials, “Population at Risk and Delay of Consequences” deal with exposure, and
“Annual Mortality, Maximum Potentially Killed, Transgenerational, NonhumanMortality (Potential) and Non-human Mrtality (Experience)” apply to
consequences [22]. Detailed explanation on those descriptors is not written here and one
can refer to many Slovic’s hazards classification works for clear definitions.
When it comes down to measuring those characteristics, we should first distinguish
between the terms hazard and risk: hazards are threats to humans and what they value,
whereas risks are quantitative measures of hazard consequences. Techniques to quantify
an assess risk are called risk assessment or risk analysis techniques.
Direction of Causal Sequence

Human
Needs

Human
Wants

Choice of
Technology

1. Intentionality
Hazard
Descriptors

Release of
Materials or
Energy
2. Spatial Extent
3. Concentration
4. Persistence
5. Recurrence

Exposure to
Materials or
Energy
6. Population at
Risk
7. Delay of
Consequences

Human and
Biological
Consequences
8. Annual Mortality
9. Maximum
Potentially Killed
10. Transgenerational
11. Non-human
Mortality (Potential)
12. Non-human
Mortality (Experienced)

Figure 4. Causal Structure of Technological Hazards Illustrated by Simplified Causal Sequence
(hazard descriptors used for classifying hazards are shown below the stage to which they apply)
Source: Paul Slovic, The Perception of Risk, 2009, p170.

2.2.2 Risk Analysis Techniques
As mentioned previously, with the increasingly development of chemical and nuclear
technologies in the last decades, a new intellectual discipline called “risk assessment” (or
16

“risk analysis”) has been created. It aims to identify, characterize and quantify the new
dangers confronted with people.
Risk analysis, is a term that is applied to a number of analytical techniques used to
evaluate the level of hazardous occurrences. Technically, it is a tool by which the
probability and consequences of incidents are evaluated for hazard implications. These
techniques can be either qualitative or quantitative, depending on the level of
examination required. Most of time, it can be defined by four main steps: 1. Identify
incident occurrences or scenarios; 2. Estimate the frequency of the occurrences; 3.
Determine the consequences of each occurrence; 4. Develop risk estimates associated
with frequency and consequence.
The first step in any risk analysis programs is to identify the hazards. Hazard analysis is
the most important because, unless hazards are identified, consequence and likelihood
reduction cannot be implemented. In the context of process safety and operational
integrity programs this usually means that a process hazards analysis (PHA) must be
conducted. A brief review of several PHA techniques will be introduced here.

2.2.2.1 Checklist Analysis
A Checklist Analysis verifies the status of a system with a predetermined list of items or
steps. It produces a detailed examination of the process by applying everyday operations
experience and comparing to previous incidents in similar processes. This method is easy
to apply, and thus can be performed even by inexperienced practitioners. But, due to its
simplicity, the assessment will only be as complete as the list used, and if it is not
comprehensive, areas might be left unevaluated leaving possible hazards unidentified.
Also, a checklist is generally formulated from past experience so when the process or the
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risk to be analyzed is novel, it is hard to find relevant information to prepare an
appropriate list. As a result, checklist analysis is always combined with other hazard
evaluation approaches or performed as a pre-method before some more complex
techniques.
A ‘‘Chemical Storage Checklist’’ is given in Figure 5 as an example. As shown, a
checklist generally has two sections: Top and Bottom. The Top section provides
information as to how the checklist is being used. Company, facility, and location are all
identified here. If some of the information comes from discussions and interviews with
personnel at the site, their names are also entered here. The titles of all the documents that
were reviewed are also entered in the top section of the checklist. The Bottom section of
the checklist consists of the questions themselves. The response can be ‘‘Yes’’, ‘‘No’’, or
‘‘Not Applicable’’. Discussions and background information are entered into the Notes
column.

Figure 5.

A Chemical Storage
Checklist

Source: Process Risk and Reliability
Management, p146, Copyright 2010,
Ian Sutton. Published by Elsevier Inc.
All rights reserved.

…

…
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2.2.2.2 HAZOP Studies
A HAZOP (Hazard and Operability) Study is used to identify and evaluate safety threats
in a process or system, and to identify operability issues that can compromise the process
or system’s safety. This technique is usually performed by a qualified team including a
group leader with experience in performing safety studies, a secretary in charge of
recording all findings and results, and several specialists with specific knowledge of the
process, engineering, and safety.
To produce a comprehensive evaluation of the process, a number of guidewords (e.g.
no/not/none, more, less, part of, reverse, other than, as well as) are combined with
parameters (e.g. flow, pressure, temperature, reaction, level, composition) and
systematically applied to each section of the process. A typical procedure of HAZOP is
shown in Figure 6, and a summary of its pros and cons is listed in Table 1 [23].

Figure 6.

A Typical Procedure of HAZOP Analysis

Source: Process Risk and Reliability Management,
p146, Copyright _ 2010, Ian Sutton. Published by
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 1.

Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of HAZOP Analysis

Advantage
• Systematic and comprehensive technique. A
detailed plan for performing the technique is
available which systematically applies guide
words and parameters to all the pipes and
vessels in the process.
• Examines the consequences of the failure.
Thought should be given by the assessment
team to the consequences of the deviations
identified. This aids in the production of
recommendations for methods to minimise or
mitigate the hazard.

Disadvantage
• Time consuming and expensive. Most plants
contain a large number of pipes and vessels
each of which need to be examined by the
application of the various guidewords and
parameters.
• Requires detailed design drawing to perform
the full study. To fully perform the study the
process has to be designed to such a level that
all the pipes and vessels are detailed with their
operating conditions, and control
instrumentation.
• Additional guide words are required for
unusual hazards. For specific dangers that will
not be covered by the general guide words,
further words (such as radiation for the nuclear
industry) will need to be applied.
• Requires experienced practitioners.
Experienced team members are required to
identify all possible causes and consequences
of the deviations, as well as producing realistic
recommendations.
• Focuses on one-event causes of deviation
only. Only the hazards associated with single
deviations can be studied. Hazards that are
caused by two or more separate deviations
cannot be identified by the technique.

2.2.2.3 Fault Tree Analysis
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is a deductive and graphically represented technique that
focuses on one specific incidence or system failure, and suggests a method for
determining causes of the event in question. It uses logic gates, AND and OR (or
modified versions), to show all credible paths from which the undesired event could
occur, and is developed from the top down (i.e. from the undesired top event to the
primary events which initiated the failure). The logic gates indicate the passage of the
fault logic up the tree. The event should be traced back until it cannot be developed
further, either due to lack of knowledge or because no other causes can be identified.
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Once the fault tree has been fully developed frequencies can be designated to each
primary event, and by following the logic in the diagram the risk associated with the top
event can be calculated.
A typical procedure for an FTA is: 1. Define scope of the analysis; 2. Familiarize with
design, functions, and operations of the process; 3. Identify top events; 4. Construct fault
tree; 5. Analyze the fault tree; 6. Record and document results. Details about Fault Tree
Analysis can be found in CCPS Guidelines for hazrd evaluation procedures.
A summary of its pros and cons is listed in Table 2 [23].
Table 2.

Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of FTA

Advantage
• It is able to produce quantitative results.
Probabilities or frequencies can be allocated to
the initiating conditions, and using the logic
present in the developed tree
the probability or frequency of the event can be
calculated.
• Shows a logical representation of the
sequence of events. A pictorial representation
of the failure path is produced which indicates
the logical sequence of events leading
to realisation of the hazard.
• Can be used to assess a wide range of
failures. Hardware, software, human, and
process failures can all be easily incorporated
into the logic of the process.

Disadvantage
• Time consuming and expensive for complex
systems. Each event has to be broken
down to its initiating conditions, values for
these conditions are then required to be
identified and the logic followed to quantify the
hazard.
• An experienced assessment team is required
or errors in the logic can be made. The
connection between the initiating conditions
are required to be properly identified or
errors can occur in the logic and from that to
the quantification of the hazard.
• Some top events might be missed. Time and
effort is required to identify all the top
events that are required to be studied. A
preliminary study might need to be
performed to fulfil this criteria, as this
technique can not easily identify these events.

2.2.2.4 Layer of Protection Analysis
Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) is a simple quantitative, or sometimes called semiquantitative, risk analysis approach. A qualitative evaluation approach like HAZOP is
intended to do a comprehensive analysis, and a strictly quantitative approach may be only
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suitable to a small part of the entire process, while LOPA (semi-quantitative) bridges
over qualitative and quantitative techniques, and nearly 30~40% of the process can be
covered by it.
To implement a LOPA, several prerequisites should be met before. The first is a system
of Independent Protection Layers (IPLs). With LOPA, a process is assumed to be
surrounded by different layers of safeguards mechanisms, each of whom can be
considered as an IPL. An example of IPLs is shown in Figure 7. The second is an
abundant amount of data input into LOPA, from hazards rates and equipment failure rates
to operator errors rates and safeguard performance records. The third is a set of
predetermined risk tolerance criteria, which can be advised from the management of the
process. The last is adequate experience and knowledge of the process and to support a
successful LOPA.
A brief summary of its pros and cons is listed in Table 3 [23].

Human Supervision
& Basic Controls

Figure 7.

Independent Protection Layers of a Process

Source: http://www.gmigasandflame.com/sil_info_lopa.html
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Table 3.

Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of LOPA

Advantage
• LOPA requires less time than quantitative
risk analysis.
• LOPA provides a better risk decision basis, as
compared to subjective judgments with respect
to the adequacy of safeguards.
• LOPA facilitates the determination of more
precise cause-consequence pairs, and therefore
improves scenario identification.
• LOPA provides a basis for a clear, functional
specification of independent protection
layers(IPLs).
•…

Disadvantage
• LOPA is not intended to be a scenario
identification tool.
• LOPA is not intended to be used as a
replacement for detailed quantitative analysis.
• LOPA requires more time to reach a riskbased decision than qualitative methods such as
HAZOP Studies and What-If Analyses.
• LOPA results cannot generally be compared
between organizations due to differences in
risk tolerance criteria and in LOPA
implementation.
•…

2.2.2.5 Risk Analysis with Human Factor Considerations
The role of human in the system safety has not been sufficiently addressed and existing
techniques almost deal with risks from an equipment-reliability perspective.
The failure to sufficiently address human-related issues during the risk analysis is
contributed by two factors. First is that much emphasis has been on the technical design.
Most designers are interested in developing process plants with high reliability.
Therefore, hazards arising from the technical failures dominate risk analysis. Yet, safety
of a process plant is influenced by the quality of design, operational and organizational
factors, and these relations are illustrated in Figure 8. Secondly, most of the work on
human failure focuses on symptoms of human error rather than the underlying
causes[24]. Several Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) methodologies such as success
likelihood index method (SLIM) and cognitive reliability and error analysis (CREAM)
are in use worldwide. But limitations of the current HRA include lack of ability to
effectively identify various causes of human errors and requirement of large amount of
human error data [25]. So one more straightforward method, TopN method, focusing on
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human factors and aiming to investigate underlying causes of human errors is proposed in
this thesis. It can be considered as a complementary analysis on the innermost layer of
LOPA ---- the human factor protection layer. Procedure and analysis tools of TopN
method are discussed in the following chapters.
Facility
Organization

Operator

Design and Management
(latent conditions)
Operator (active error)

Undesired
Event
Figure 8.

Facility, Organization and Human Factor
Contribution to Undesired Event

Source: Lӧwe K, Kariuki SG. Methods for incorporating

human factors during design phase. 2004
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Chapter 3 Pilot Study with TopN Method
3.1 Background Information and Study Objectives
To check the applicability of TopN Method, a pilot study was performed in one
petroleum refinery station. The station has two main functional parts: Hydrotreater and
Platformer. Since Hydrotreater is operated as a catalyst preparation process and
Plartformer is the one that actually refines petroleum, the study will focus on the
Platformer process.
As mentioned above, TopN Method here is a step-wise cyclic approach to risk analysis
focusing on the last (innermost) layer identified in LOPA, the human factor protection
layer. Its main purpose is to develop a metric evaluating site authority (SA) and operator
(Op) risk understandings, and to create several tool kits analyzing and visualizing
findings.

3.2 Define Risks in the Study
Before the existence of risk perception gap can be checked, those risks in the study,
named Overall Risk (I) to avoid of confusion with the commonly used term risks, are
defined. After a discussion within the research team, the risks in the study are
decomposed into three categories: Inherent Risk of Boundary (IR), Threat Potential from
Disturbance (TP) and Mitigation Effect of Control Mechanism (M). Boundaries are those
gauges an operator gets to check even every second in his/her operation shift, such as
temperature, pressure or ratio level. They represent the real-time status of the process,
and have to be ensured to stay at or within normal state. Disturbances are interruptions or
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accidents, natural or man-made, causing boundaries to deviate from normal, like
rainstorm, human error or over flow to some containers. Control mechanisms are all of
the present safeguards implemented in the process to alleviate harmful effects from
disturbances to boundaries. Because IR and TP are too abstract to be understood and
evaluated, the research team decided to further decompose them into some characteristics
familiar to the people working on the process. Eventually, IR is divided into Criticality
(C) and Proximity (P), and defined as the average of these two; while TP into Likelihood
(L) and Speed (S), and defined as the average of these two as well. As Boundary seems to
be the most important part of those three components, risk perception gaps about each
boundary that has an Ij (j=1, 2, …, n, where n is the number of boundaries of interest)
will be checked. Both of a graphical (Figure 9) and a mathematical (Equation 1, 2 and 3)
representation of relationships among I and the three components are shown below.
Overall Risk (I) for
Boundary j

Inherent Risk (IR) of
Boundary j
Figure 9.

Mitigation Effect (M)
of Control Mechanisms

Threat Potential (TP)
from Disturbances i

Graphical Representation of Overall Risk Components and Their Relationship

For the mathematical representation, I for the jth boundary is defined as the product of
the jth IR and the sum of the impacts from all disturbances, as mitigated by all control
mechanisms
Ij = IRj * ∑
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i * Mi,j

(Equation 1)

IRj = (Cj + Pj)/2

(Equation 2)

TPi = (Li + Si)/2

(Equation 3)

Where
Ij is Overall Risk for the jth Boundary; IRj is Inherent Risk of the jth Boundary; TPi is
Threat Potential of the ith Disturbance; Mi,j is the Mitigation Effect from the ith
Disturbance on the jth Boundary; n is the number of disturbances; Cj and Pj are
Criticality and Proximity of the jth Boundary; Li and Si are Likelihood and Speed of the
ith Disturbance.

3.3 Method Procedure
The steps of TopN method is illustrated in Figure 10.

Research team presents
results to Management;
Management gives
feedbacks

Research team defines
candidate boundaries,
disturbances and control
mechanisms

Site Authority ranks top N
lists for boundaries and
disturbances

Research team analyzes
rating data and makes
recommendations

Operators and Site
Authority do their risk
understanding rating

Figure 10.

Procedure of TopN Method

At the beginning of Step 1, the research team checks whether the scope of the study has
been determined or not, namely, whether boundaries, disturbances and control
mechanisms in the process have been identified. If not, those things must be done before
the study can forward to the next phase. The result may be reviewed by SA and Ops to
make sure it makes sense to them. Thus, this step is similar to a hazard identification
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analysis, and there are handy techniques to apply, such as checklist analysis and HAZOP.
Flow chart for step 1 is in Figure 11.
Step 1 Start

NO
Determine candidate
boundaries, disturbances &
control mechanisms with SA
using LOPA, historical record
or interviews (with the help of
platformer diagram)

Candidate boundaries,
disturbances & control
mechanisms
determined?

Double check with
Ops

Pass
check?

YES

Step 1 End

Figure 11.

Flow Chart of Step 1

In Step 2, from the scope predefined in step 1, SA selects the most N (which depends on
the complexity of the problem in question and exact number of N can be determined by
the research team) crucial or risky boundaries and disturbances to compose top N list for
later on analyses. In practice, there are many ways to get the actual top N lists. In the
pilot study, research team agrees on one of the simplest approaches where several
members of SA and Ops get to rank their top N boundaries and disturbances, then those
ranks are summed up and sorted in descending order, and finally top N boundaries and
disturbances compose top N Boundary and Disturbance lists respectively. When the
process or the scope is too big to handle given present conditions, this step performs as a
simplification and optimization step to allocate limited time, energy and resource to the
key parts of the process. In a situation where an exhaustive study is feasible, this step can
be skipped. Flow chart for step 2 is in Figure 12.
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Step 2 Start

SA & Ops Pick top N
boundaries &
disturbances Lists

Top N list
determined?

List
finished?

NO

YES

Step 2 End

Figure 12.

Flow Chart of Step 2

Step 3 includes the process getting SA’s and Ops’ risk understanding ratings. First, in
order to make participants understand and familiar with the method and study, a simple
training containing an introduction to the study purpose and procedure and instruction
about the rating tool they will be using should be performed. After that, based on self risk
understanding, each Operator and Site Authority rates predetermined characteristics of
boundaries and disturbances included in the top N lists. In this pilot study, Criticality and
Proximity are characteristics of boundaries, and Likelihood and Speed are those of
disturbances. They also evaluate mitigation ability of all possible control mechanisms for
a boundary versus a disturbance. The rating scales and meaning of numbers in rating
depends on the process itself, which can refer to Appendix A for details. Figure 13a and
13b is the flow chart for step 3.
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Step 3 Star t

NO

SA or Op is trained
before?

Training (introduction
about the experiment
and instructions about
the tool)

Training
completed?

NO

YES

YES

Proposed
Experiment

Start rating

End rating

Step 3 End

Data
collection

Figure 13a.

Flow Chart of Step 3
Start rating

Rating boundaries from 0 to 9
(Criticality & Proximity) with
the help of platformer diagram
Rating disturbances from 0 to 9
(Likelihood & Speed) with the
help of platformer diagram
Data
collection

Rating mitigation from 0 to 9
with the help of platformer
diagram

NO

Ratings
finished
and valid?

Proposed
Experiment

YES
End rating

Figure 13b.

Flow Chart of Proposed Experiment in Step 3
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After every participant finishes their rating, the research team will start looking at the
data obtained, and this is the beginning of step 4. Various analyses can be done at this
point, such as a look at the perception gaps between Ops and SA, a correlation study
among boundaries or participants, ANOVA and so on so forth. With the results, research
team may make certain theoretical recommendations on safeguards construction,
personnel training development and other possible applications. Details and results of
data analysis will be discussed in next chapter.
Last but not least, the team must present what they have found and recommended to the
management, in order to meet study expectations and get meaningful practical
implications, like whether the data make sense, the analyses are reasonable and the
recommendations applicable in practice. If parts within the procedure are considered
inappropriate by the management, research team can recheck the entire procedure,
modify it for the sake of better results and go through the steps once again untill sensible
and acceptable results are produced. This step ensures risk understanding information
flows from SA and Ops, through research team and finally back to management, and
closes the cycle. The iteration of such steps can be performed either at process
installation phase to identify possible hazards or at operation phase to improve risk
management and human risk understanding.
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Chapter 4 Experiment Design and Results Analysis
4.1 Experiment Design
Participants were SA and Ops in the station. Eleven people were recruited, including two
members of SA and nine Ops. They have different shifts and positions. Four of Ops were
with more than ten-year-experience in the station while others were with less than tenyear-experience. Because two members of SA participated in the experiment, it is at the
research team’s discretion that which SA’s ratings should be used.
There were two independent factors in this experiment: Boundary and Disturbance. The
research team selected 10 levels (corresponding to 10 boundaries) for the first factor and
6 levels (corresponding to 10 disturbances) for the second. Table 4 and 5 summarize
Boundary levels and Disturbance levels. Levels of the other component of Overall Risk
(I), Control Mechanism, were automatically determined once boundaries and
disturbances were selected. In this experiment, there were 60 Control Mechanism levels
(10 boundaries * 6 disturbances).
Participants were randomly picked and asked to input their risk ratings for Criticality,
Proximity, Likelihood, Speed and Mitigation Effect, from a 1 to 9 ordinal scale. One can
refer to Appendix A for a detailed description about scale meanings. These ratings show
SA’s and Ops’ perceptions about the characteristics they are evaluating. The output
variables are those calculated from the equations above, seen as a representation of SA’s
and Ops’ risk perceptions.
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To mitigate learning effects on the data obtained, rating sequence should be randomized
and communications between participants upon this experiment should be prohibited.
Table 4.

Summary of Top 10 Boundaries

Table 5.

Summary of Top 6 Disturbances

1. Maximum HT103 Bridgewall temperature

1. High Moisture disturbances

2. Minimum Feedrate to HT103 Heater

6. Maximum HT103 Skin temperature

2. H2 availability - higher severity on
Reformer to Make H2
3. Catalyst circulation through
regenerator
4. Rapid decrease in Feedrate due to NHT
upset
5. Rainstorm or winter weather

7. Max catalyst fines fraction (link to temp)

6. Fuel Gas HV increases rapidly

3. High regenerator tower temperature
4. Maximum DM110 level
5. Minimum boiler feed water flow to HT103

8. Minimum HT103 D1 drum level
9. Minimum HT103 Flue Gas Oxygen
10. Minimum H:HC ratio to reactors

4.2 Results Analysis
4.2.1 Overall Risk Rating (I) Expectation and Variance
The first thing to look at is the expectation (μ) and variance (σ2) of Ij. As only one SA
data point will be included, the variance only indicates the variability in operators’ risk
perception. Assuming IR, TP and M (three components of I) are mutually independent to
each other, a mathematical derivation is shown below:
Given Ij = IRj * ∑

TPi * Mi,j

E(ax1 ± bx2) = aE(x1) ± bE(x2)
E(x1*x2) = E(x1) * E(x2)

Var(ax1 ± bx2) = a2Var(x1) ± b2Var(x2)
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Var(x) = E(x2) – E2(x)
Where x1 and x2 are mutually independent random variables; E(x) and Var(x) is the
expectation and variance of variable x respectively.
E(Ij) = E(IRj) * ∑

Var(Ij) = [Var(IRj) + E2(IRj)] * [Var(∑

(TPi)E(Mi,j)
i*Mi,j)

(Equation 4)

+ E2(∑

– E2(Ij)
(Equation 5)

i*Mi,j)]

Where
E(IRj) = ½ * [E(Cj) + E(Pj)], E(TPi) = ½ * [E(Li) + E(Si)],
Var (IRj) = ¼ * [Var(Cj) + Var(Pj)], Var (TPi) = ¼ * [Var(Li) + Var(Si)],

Var(∑

i*Mi,j)

=∑

E(∑

i*Mi,j)

=∑

(TPi)E(Mi,j)

{[Var (TPi) + E2(TPi)] * [Var(Mi,j) + E2(Mi,j)] - E2(TPi) * E2(Mi,j)}

Expectation and variance of original ratings are easily obtained and calculation for I is
straightforward as well with the formulations above. Table 6 gives a summary of
expectations and variances for all Ij’s. The bubble chart (Figure 14) below contains
information of SA’s and Ops’ ratings as well as expectation and standard deviation of
Ops’ ratings. A breakdown of the bubble chart for I with detailed explanations is in
Figure 15.
Table 6.

Expectation, Variance and Standard Deviation of Overall Risk (I) Rating

Maximum HT103
Minimum Feedrate to High regenerator tower Maximum DM110
temperature
level
Boundary Bridgewall temperature HT103 Heater
Average
Variance
Standard
Deviation

Minimum boiler feed Maximum HT103 Skin Max catalyst fines
water flow to HT103 temperature
fraction

Minimum HT103 D1 Minimum HT103 Flue Minimum H:HC ratio
drum level
Gas Oxygen
to reactors

891.6770

469.7527

416.5703

520.9986

468.4434

597.0525

271.3272

523.0878

288.3203

487.4122

105114.4487

85121.4610

49733.4214

90612.0389

58216.3435

71390.1205

22639.1992

73132.1273

37287.5233

65306.3636

324.2136

291.7558

223.0099

301.0183

241.2806

267.1893

150.4633

270.4295

193.0998

255.5511
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Overall Risk Understanding
Average
Operators
Site Authority

1800.00

1600.00

1400.00

1200.00

1000.00

Ratings
800.00

600.00

400.00

200.00

0.00

Maximum
HT103
Bridgewall
temperature

Minimum
Feedrate to
HT103
Heater

Figure 14.

High
regenerator
tower
temperature

Maximum
DM110
level

Minimum
boiler feed
water flow to
HT103

Maximum
HT103 Skin
temperature

Max
catalyst
fines
fraction

Minimum
HT103 D1
drum level

Minimum
HT103 Flue
Gas Oxygen

Minimum
H:HC ratio
to reactors

Bubble Chart of Overall Risk (I)

B

C

A
Figure 15.

D

Breakdown of Bubble Chart of Overall Risk (I)

A. red circle: SA’s rating; B. grey dots: Ops’ rating; C. center of green dot: average
of Ops’ rating; D. diameter of green dot: 2*Standard Deviation of Ops’ rating

The red circle and grey dots represent actual ratings, while green circle contains
information about average and standard deviation of Ops’ ratings. From Figure 13, it is
evident for some boundaries that SA’s ratings are within two SD of Ops’ ratings.
Moreover, visual inspection indicates that SA ratings are normally lower than average
Ops’ ratings.
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4.2.2 Risk Perception Gaps
As stated above, ratings of Criticality, Proximity, Likelihood, Speed and Mitigation are
assumed to be normally distributed, which is tested to be acceptable with normal
probability plots (some plots are included in Appendix B). Thus, not only can expectation
and variance of Ops’ ratings be illustrated in the bubble chart, but also certain statistical
tests can be included. One of the tests is one sample t-Test, where Ops’ ratings are
assumed samples taken from the entire population and SA’s rating is the reference point
to be compared with. The hypothesis to check is
μ (Ops’ ratings) = μ0 (SA’s rating)

(Null Hypothesis)

μ (Ops’ ratings) ≠ μ0 (SA’s rating)

(Alternative Hypothesis)

Instead of showing two standard deviation ranges in the bubble chart, a confidence
interval can be incorporated. As a result, the visualization makes risk perception gaps
easy to detect: if SA’s rating (reference point) is within the t-Test confidence interval, it
indicates accepting null hypothesis and there are no perceptions gaps between SA’s and
Ops’ risk understandings; Otherwise, rejecting null hypothesis and there are perception
gaps. Figure 16 is the breakdown of bubble chart with t-Test information and Figure 17
gives some examples of t-Test bubble charts. All bubble charts generated in this
experiment are included in the Appendix C.
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B

C

D

A
Figure 16.

Breakdown of t-Test Bubble Chart

A. red circle: SA’s rating; B. grey dots: Ops’ rating; C. center of green dot: average
of Ops’ rating; D. diameter of green dot: confidence interval of one sample t-Test
High Moisture disturbances

Maximum HT103 Bridgewall temperature

A

B

12.00

Average
Operators
Site Authority

10.00
8.00
Ratings

12.00
10.00
8.00

6.00

Ratings

6.00

4.00

4.00

2.00

2.00

0.00

Average
Operators
Site Authority

C

0.00

Proximity
Under Normal

Criticality

Likelihood

Disturbance
Speed

Average
Operators
Site Authority

Maximum HT103 Bridgewall temperature

12.00

10.00

8.00

Mitigation6.00
4.00

2.00

0.00

High Moisture
disturbances

H2 availability higher severity on
Reformer to Make
H2

Low catalyst
circulation
through
regenerator

Rapid decrease
in Feedrate
due to NHT
upset

Rainstorm or
winter
weather

Fuel Gas HV
increases
rapidly

Figure 17. T-Test Bubble Charts
A. Criticality and Proximity bubble charts in Boundaries; B. Likelihood and Speed bubble charts
in Disturbance C. Mitigation bubble charts for a specific boundary versus all disturbances
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Just from the figures above, it is clear that there are no perception gaps between SA and
Ops risk understanding about Criticality of boundary Maximum HT103 Bridgewall
Temperature and Likelihood of disturbance High Moisture Disturbances, while
perception gaps do exist in understanding about Proximity of the boundary and Speed of
the disturbance. When it comes to the Control Mechanisms, Mitigation ratings for this
boundary, Maximum HT103 Bridgewall Temperature, show that except disturbances
Low Catalyst Circulation through Regenerator and Fuel Gas HV Increases Rapidly,
others possess gaps in SA’s and Ops’ risk perceptions. There exists consensus that
present safeguards can effectively mitigate the effects from disturbance Low Catalyst
Circulation through Regenerator on boundary Maximum HT103 Bridgewall
Temperature, with rating “1” meaning good control ability.

4.2.3 Correlation of Participants and Boundaries
Correlation analysis provides a measure similarity in the ratings. In the matrix, all of the
coefficients on main diagonal are omitted.
For participant’s correlation analysis, each one has 10 I ratings and there are eleven
participants (2 SAs and 9 Ops). How one’s ratings are similar to others can be checked
(Figure 18). When the correlation coefficient (from -1 to +1) of two participants is high
(approximate to 1), it means those two’s ratings have the same increasing or decreasing
trends (not exactly same rating), while when correlation coefficient is low (approximate
to -1), it means their ratings have reverse trends, but in both situations, the two
participants’ ratings are linearly correlated; If the coefficient is near 0, no certain trend is
found.
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For boundaries correlation analysis, each boundary contains 9 Ops’ ratings, and SA’s
rating is not included in this analysis. Then, how ratings for one boundary are similar to
those for another one can be checked (Figure 19). When the correlation coefficient (from
-1 to +1) of two boundaries is high (approximate to 1), it means operators have similar
risk perception ratings for those two boundaries, while when correlation coefficient is
low (approximate to -1), it means they have reverse risk perception ratings for them, but
in both situations, the ratings for those two boundaries are linearly correlated; If the
coefficient is near 0, the relations are uncertain.
In both matrices, cell colours are relevant to the coefficients themselves: large coefficient
cells tend to be red, small coefficient ones green and medium ones yellow.
OP1

OP2

OP4

OP5

OP6

OP7

OP8

OP9

OP10

SA2

SA5

OP1
OP2
OP4
OP5
OP6
OP7
OP8
OP9
OP10
SA2
SA5

0.183
0.081
0.060
0.700
-0.034
0.040
0.335
-0.030
0.583
0.039

0.647
0.713
0.474
0.308
0.958
-0.106
0.733
0.045
0.806

0.085
0.130
0.042
0.759
-0.228
0.046
-0.071
0.664

Figure 18.

0.404
0.367
0.625
-0.101
0.785
0.233
0.355

0.570
0.378
0.356
0.344
0.491
0.224

0.392
0.251
0.489
0.412
0.297

-0.162
0.636
0.043
0.871

-0.025
0.130
-0.111

0.124
0.560

Participants’ Correlation Coefficient Matrix

Maximum HT103
Minimum boiler
Bridgewall
Minimum Feedrate High regenerator Maximum DM110 feed water flow to
temperature
to HT103 Heater tower temperature
level
HT103

Maximum HT103
Skin temperature

Max catalyst fines
fraction

Minimum HT103
D1 drum level

Minimum HT103
Flue Gas Oxygen

Maximum HT103
Bridgewall
temperature
Minimum Feedrate
to HT103 Heater
High regenerator
tower temperature
Maximum DM110
level
Minimum boiler
feed water flow to
HT103
Maximum HT103
Skin temperature
Max catalyst fines
fraction
Minimum HT103
D1 drum level
Minimum HT103
Flue Gas Oxygen
Minimum H:HC
ratio to reactors

-0.044

0.136
0.204

0.404

0.182

0.600

0.764

0.429

0.725

0.814

0.917

0.507

0.589

0.310

0.413

0.594

0.352

0.302

0.523

0.648

0.651

0.664

0.295

0.704

0.883

0.834

0.950

0.586

0.591

0.130

0.775

0.671

0.604

0.780

0.489

0.302

0.891

0.403

0.823

0.623

0.868

0.943

0.542

0.558

0.831

Figure 19.

Boundaries Correlation Coefficient Matrix
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0.708

Minimum H:HC
ratio to reactors

4.2.4 Visual Presentation of Mitigation Effects
In Figure 20, each cell is the sum of nine Ops’ Mitigation ratings along with a bar
representing the safeguards mitigation effect. Thus, this figure focuses on the Ops’ risk
understanding about control mechanisms. Since for Control Mechanism rating scale, 1
means good control ability and 9 no control ability, the bigger the cell number is or the
longer the cell bar is, the less control ability to the effects from the column disturbance on
the row boundary, or in other words, the riskier the column disturbance to the row
boundary.
Mitigation Sum

Critical Boundary
Maximum HT103
Bridgewall temperature
Minimum Feedrate to
HT103 Heater
High regenerator tower
temperature
Maximum DM110 level
Minimum boiler feed
water flow to HT103
Maximum HT103 Skin
temperature
Max catalyst fines
fraction
Minimum HT103 D1
drum level
Minimum HT103 Flue
Gas Oxygen
Minimum H:HC ratio to
reactors

Disturbances / Threat Potential
H2 availability - higher
severity on Reformer to
Make H2

High Moisture
disturbances

Rapid decrease in
Low catalyst circulation Feedrate due to NHT
through regenerator
upset

31

47

25
23

Rainstorm or winter
weather

9

27

37

9

11

47

27

21

19

Fuel Gas HV increases
rapidly

29

61

55

9

23

9

19

11

23

17

27

17

23

17

17

19

19

19

45

13

19

13

57

17

17

25

13

13

13

11

23

17

15

37

29

9

15

9

15

9

31

23

37

23

41

15

15

Figure 20.

Mitigation Effects Matrix

4.2.5 Rating Patterns
Certain trends in Ops’ ratings can be identified by looking at the data themselves, and
important findings are listed below. To visualize the trends more easil, Ops’ ratings are
put into two groups: one is more experienced group (including 4 operators with more
than 10 years experience) and the other is less experienced group (including 5 operators
with less than 10 years experience). In Figure 21, red dots are average IR ratings of the 4
more experienced operators and black dots average ratings of the 5 less experienced ones
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for every boundary. It is easily seen that more experienced group rated higher than less
experienced group. Variance of more and less experienced groups’ IR ratings is plotted in
Figure 22. More experienced operators’ IR ratings have higher variance than less
experienced operators’ ratings.
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Figure 22.

Comparison of More Experienced and Less Experienced
Groups Average Boundary Rating

Comparison of More Experienced and Less Experienced Groups
Boundary Rating Variance

There are not identified patterns in TP ratings but in Mitigation ratings, less experienced
operators tend to rate lower than more experienced ones. In Figure 23, that is verified
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again by that almost two thirds of black dots (average less experienced operators’
Mitigation ratings) are below red dots (average more experienced operators’ Mitigation
ratings) across all Boundary & Disturbance pairs (sixty pairs in total) and more than one
third black dots are at 1 (minimum Mitigation rating).
Interaction Plot for Rating
Data Means
8

Experience
<10
>10

7

Mean

6
5
4
3
2
1
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B*D

Figure 23.

Comparison of More Experienced and Less Experienced Groups
Average Mitigation Rating

4.2.6 ANOVA
Because of normal distribution of original Criticality, Proximity, Likelihood, Speed and
Mitigation ratings, IR and TP (summation of normally distributed variables defined in
Equation 2 and 3) also follow normal distribution. This satisfies an essential assumption
when ANOA is applied to IR, TP and M ratings. One-way ANOVA is sufficient for
Boundary and Disturbance, while two-way ANOVA can be used for Control Mechanism.
For Boundary, there are 10 factor levels corresponding to 10 boundaries and IR ratings
are the dependent variables; For Disturbance, there are 6 factor levels corresponding to 6
disturbances and TP ratings are the dependent variables; For Control Mechanism, one
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factor is boundary with 10 levels and the other is disturbance with 6 levels. Another
assumption in ANOVA is about constant variance of dependent variables, which can be
checked by equal variance test (the equal variance test results and graphs are listed in
Appendix D).
ANOVA results are shown below in Figure 24, 25 and 27. Since significant difference is
found in TP and M ratings ANOVA, which level is the significant should be investigated.
Average analysis is done to TP and M ratings to check the factor effects (main or
interaction effects), and outcomes are in Figure 26 and 28. According to those figures,
disturbances H2 Availability - Higher Severity on Reformer to Make H2 and Rapid
Decrease in Feedrate due to NHT Upset are significantly high and low respectively in TP
ratings; For M ratings two-way ANOVA, boundaries Maximum DM110 Level and
Minimum H:HC Ratio to Reactors are significantly high and low respectively as main
effects, and five interaction effects are significant, which are High Regenerator Tower
Temperature & Low Catalyst Circulation through Regenerator, Maximum HT103
Bridgewall Temperature & Fuel Gas HV Increases Rapidly, Maximum HT103
Bridgewall Temperature & Low Catalyst Circulation through Regenerator, Maximum
HT103 Skin Temperature & Fuel Gas HV Increases Rapidly and Minimum Feedrate to
HT103 Heater & Rapid Decrease in Feedrate due to NHT Upset. Four of them have
significantly higher M ratings except Maximum HT103 Bridgewall Temperature & Low
Catalyst Circulation through Regenerator that is significantly lower.
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Figure 24.

ANOVA to Boundary Inherent Risk Rating

Figure 25.

ANOVA to Disturbance Threat Potential Rating
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One-Way Normal ANOM for Rating
Alpha = 0.05
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Figure 26.

Figure 27.

Figure 28.

Average Analysis to Disturbance TP Rating

ANOVA to Control Mechanism Mitigation Rating

Average Analysis to Control Mechanism Mitigation Rating
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4.2.7 Cluster Analysis
Since Ij rating does not follow any known distributions, statistical tests or analyses to it
will be problem. However, analyses without any distribution assumptions such as cluster
analysis should be good. There are two commonly used cluster techniques: hierarchical
and k-means clusters. The first technique can be utilized to determine how many potential
groups exist in the data and the latter can actually divide those data in the k potential
groups. After checking the hierarchical cluster outputs (listed in Appendix E), SA’s and
Ops’ I ratings for each boundary can fall into three categories, denoting as 1 “Low”, 2
“Medium” and 3 “High”. Results of k-means cluster are in Figure 29 and detailed
membership strategy is in Table 7.
Two places should draw one’s attention. One is that Operator 6 is very special that he/she
always belongs to the High Rating group. This can be interpreted as that his risk
perception anchor may be higher than others and use high ratings all the time or that it is
just by chances. The other is that average membership of more experienced operators is
somewhere between High and Medium clusters while that of less experienced ones is in
the middle of Medium and Low, which is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 29.

Cluster Analysis to Overall Risk Rating
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Table 7.
3-Means
Membership
OP1
OP2
OP4
OP5
OP6
OP7
OP8
OP9
OP10
SA2

Maximum
HT103
Bridgewall
temper
1
3
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
1

Minimum
Feedrate
to HT103
Heate

Figure 30.

3
1
2
1
3
1
1
3
1
2

Grouping Results of 3-means Cluster

High
regenerato Maximum Minimum
r tower
DM110
boiler feed
temperat level
water flow
2
3
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
2
1
2
3
1

Maximum
HT103 Skin
temperatu
re
2
2
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
1

Max
catalyst
fines
fraction
2
1
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

Minimum
Minimum HT103 Flue Minimum
HT103 D1 Gas
H:HC ratio
drum level Oxygen
to reactors Ave.
SD
2
2
3
2.2
1
1
1
1.3
2
2
1
1.9
1
1
1
1.2
3
3
3
3
2
1
2
2.1
1
1
1
1.5
3
3
3
2.7
1
1
1
1.4
1
1
2
1.6

Comparison of Average Membership of More- and Less-experienced Operators
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0.63
0.67
0.74
0.42
0.00
0.74
0.53
0.48
0.52
0.70

Chapter 5 Discussion and Conclusion
5.1 Discussion
Overall Risk (I) bubble charts illustrate not only indivisual SA and Op ratings, but also
average and variability of Ops’ ratings. Inherent Risk (IR), Threat Potential (TP) and
Mitigation (M) bubble charts are similar to Overall Risk bubble charts except that instead
of two standard deviation, t-Test confidence interval of average Ops’ ratings is used for
the diameter of green bubble. Risk levels perceived by SA and Ops can be detected by
comparing vertical positions of red dots and green circles, for example, in Figure 13, it is
evident that Ops consider Maximum HT103 Bridgewall Temperature is the riskiest
among the 10 listed boundaries. Besides, SA and Ops perception gaps can be checked by
comparing red dot postion to green circle postion. Also, variability in Ops’ risk
perceptions is straightforward by looking at the green circle diameters. Bubble charts
seem to be suitable for visualizing variables with normal or symmetric distribution, but
what if a variable’s distribution is asymmetric. Such problems should be considered in
further study.
Correlation analyses depict relationships within ratings. With color hints, any strong
similarities, differences or no relationships will be evident. For example, in Figure 17, it
draws one’s attention that the correlation coefficient between SA2 and SA5 is nearly 0,
which means that no positive linear relationship exits between their ratings. This casts a
question that whether members contained in SA have concensus on risk understandings.
If they do, it makes sense that SA rating is seen as one single data point; If not, that
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whose opinions to select representing the entire SA group or whether treat SA with
individual ratings as operators needs further discussion.
In visualization of mitigation effects, which boundary will be influenced most when a
specific disturbance occurs or which disturbance is the riskiest to a specific boundary is
obvious by checking both cell numbers and bars. This shows mitigation effects in Ops’
risk understanding and may be compared with SA’s understanding to determined whether
there are risk perception gaps.
In rating pattern and cluster analysis, factors influencing SA and Ops risk understanding
can be investigated. As long as one factor is considered to be influencial, Ops can be
grouped in terms of the factor. Then existence of rating patterns and membership of
clusters can be checked with the analysis tool and visualization. For example, in the last
chapter, Ops are grouped by different experience level and results indicate that
experience may be a facotr influencing operators’ risk understanding. More interesting
results can be found, for example, experience effects on Mitigation ratings may suggest
that less experienced operators always rate lower and are more willing to rely on present
control mechanisms than more experienced ones.

5.2 Conclusion
Although there is doubt upon the way how Overall Risk (I) is decomposed and
characteristics are weighted, although undefined list of control mechanisms raises
problems in participants’ rating and researchers’ analyzing, and although it is difficult to
select one SA rating point when members in SA do not have unanimous opnion on risk
perception issues, it is not deniable that TopN method can, to some extent, detect the
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perception gaps in SA’s and Ops’ risk understandings, and with the help of analysis as
well as visulization tool kits discussed above, several results pertinent to risk awareness
can be seen and understood easily. Compared to other existing techniques, TopN method
requires a lot less time to run and combines researchers’ experimentation and analyses,
station personnel’s knwoledge and experience, and managemenet’s needs and
expectation altogether at the same time. Since this approach mainly takes human
understandings into account and aims to detect and visualize understading difference,
potentially it is an adequate complementary to LOPA where the core layer should be
human supervision and alarm systems.
The next step for the study can either be solving noticed problems or furthering the risk
awareness investication. To solve problems, a well defined list of control mechanisms
should be developped, justifiable weithings to the characteristics can be assigned and
current list of boundaries and disturbances may be modified and optimized. To further the
study, ways to quantify the gaps can be explored and more visualization techniques may
be created. Also, given cerrent conditions, the study only recruited eleven participants
(two members of SA and nine Ops). In the following study, more participants and rating
data should be collected whenever possible so as to increase the power of the analyses.
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Appendix A. Rating Scale Description
Scale
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Scale
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Scale
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Guidelines for Criticality Ratings:
Violating the limit / boundary ….
Risks causing a safety hazard or incident
Causes a significant environmental release / flare or causes major equipment damage that will
need repair (e.g. before the next turnaround).
Will likely cause a process trip / shutdown
Will likely cause some environmental release / flare or cause some equipment damage reducing
plant performance and cost extra to repair.
Will likely result in significant off-spec product quality or drop in production rate.
Increases energy usage or loss of catalyst activity / life
Causes some off-spec product quality or minor impact on equipment reliability / life
Minor upset
No significant problem
Guideline Proximity Ratings:
Operating close to the boundary for most of the time. Alarms in the variable are not uncommon.
Have <5 minutes to respond to an alarm before a trip or other problem.
Operating close to the limit for more than half of the time. Or 5-10 minutes to respond to an
alarm/ disturbance before a trip or other problem.
Operating close to the limit for half of the time. Or 10-15 minutes to respond to an alarm/
disturbance before a trip.
Operating close to the limit for less than half of the time. Or 20-30 minutes to respond to an
alarm / disturbance before a trip.
Operating a long way from the boundary for most of the time. Or have 60+ minutes to respond
to an alarm or disturbance before a problem occurs
Guidelines for Likelihood Ratings:
Every 4 hours
Every shift
Every day
Every 3-4 days
Every Week
Every Month
Every 6 Months
Every Year
Every 10 years
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Scale
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Guideline for Speed Ratings:
Requires immediate response (e.g. like a lightening strike)
Builds up over a few minutes
Builds up over an hour
Builds up over a few hours
Evolves very slowly allowing two or more days to manage

Scale
9

Guidelines for Mitigation Ratings:
The disturbance has a significant and sustained effect on the boundary variable.
The controls have little impact.

8
7

The disturbance has a significant but reasonably short term impact on the
boundary variable, as control has its effect.

6
5

The disturbance has a moderate effect on the boundary variable

4
3

The disturbance has a relatively minor effect on the boundary variable.

2
1

The disturbance has little or no effect on the boundary variables.
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Appendix B. Normality Plots of Original Rating
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Appendix C. T-Test Bubble Charts
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Appendix D. Equal Variance Test Graphs
Test for Equal Variances for Rating
High regenerator tower temperat
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0.096
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3.56
0.000

Appendix E. Hierarchical Cluster Results
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